The principle

This is a financial measure that rewards the use of recycled materials from used furniture in the manufacture of furniture and bedding. In 2021, the products concerned by eco-fee credits are furniture items for sale which fall into two categories:

- **furniture components and fittings** of the product category made up of 75% or more of chipboard (material code 025);
- **mattresses** mainly made of polyurethane foam.

Conditions

- **Be a signatory of the services contract.** You must be a producer of furniture items within the meaning of Articles L.541-10-I and L.541-10-1 10° of the French Environmental Code and up to date with your contributions.
- **Have opted for Article 7.2** by approving its general terms and conditions of use (service dedicated to member producers for the incorporation of recycled raw materials into furniture items).
The raw materials concerned

The raw materials concerned are:

- **wood from used and recycled furniture** through incorporation into chipboard and
- **foams from used and recycled bedding** by integration into new mattress cores and outer layers.

They come from manufacturers (of wood-based panels, of foam blocks, etc.) who consume raw materials from the Eco-mobilier recycling chain.

The declaration

You receive eco-fee credits every six months. In order for Eco-mobilier to calculate your incorporation rate, at the end of each six-month period, you declare:

- **For wood**
  - the overall supply of chipboard,
  - the supply volume from each supplier that incorporates recycled wood.

- **For foams**
  - the overall supply of PU foam for the mattress core or outer layers,
  - the supply volume from each supplier that integrates recycled foam.

The amount

The eco-fee credit that will be paid to you is proportional to the volume of recycled materials integrated in your sales, calculated by Eco-mobilier according to the following scale, for 2021:

- **"wood" recycled material**: €40/tonne of wood from the Eco-mobilier sector;
- **"foam" recycled material**: €50/tonne of polyurethane foam from the Eco-mobilier sector.

Payment

For each declaration, you provide the supporting documents necessary for verifying and confirming supplies.

Eco-mobilier will check the incorporation declarations and supporting documents provided within 45 days of submission or have them checked by a third party and may ask you for any additional information required.

At the end of this verification, Eco-mobilier provides you with a pro forma on the Extranet summarising the amount recorded in tonnes and the sum of eco-fee credits due to enable invoicing to Eco-mobilier.
Traceability and calculation of eco-fee credits

Manufacturers & distributors

Manufacturers of CB or mattress components made of polyurethane foam

Wood or foam FW processors

Écomobilier

Provide prepared wood or polyurethane foams

Provide panels or foam

Declare how many tonnes of wood or foams are incorporated

Determines the amount of FW in tonnes in the supplies and the IRM rate

Checks the reality of the number of tonnes declared

 Declare the number of tonnes of FW sent to the manufacturers

 Declare the relevant products sold and supplies

Calculates the IRM rate and pays recycling credits to members

Provide panels or foam

Écomobilier

CB = chipboard
FW = furniture waste
IRM = incorporation of recycled material

To find out more:
espace-services.eco-mobilier.fr